Proudly serving the legal community of the tri‐state area for twenty‐four years

ADR Options, Inc. 24th Anniversary
ADR Options was founded on March 14, 1993 as a costsaving vehicle for quickly and
efficiently resolving any civildisputes. We have continued to provide an excellent
service in the resolution of over 30,000 cases. In addition to mediation and arbitration,
focus group and mock trial services were added in 2000. For the past twentyfour years,
our commitment to providing the legal community with the best possible ADR service,
remains our mission.

Why choose ADR Options?
"Easy, quick, efficient" ‐ Deasey, Mahoney & Valentini
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A tried and true list of former judges and attorneys
An extended list of neutrals throughout Pennsylvania and New Jersey
No filing or administrative fees
Billing for only the hours spent on your case
Different hourly rates available, to fit different cases and locations
Multiple locations for your convenience
Prompt and excellent customer service

What do attorneys say about our panel?
"All civil cases should be handled as efficiently and as effectively as those which are handled
by ADR Options and its mediators/arbitrators." ‐ Kalman Law

"Judge Wallitsch always does an excellent job. He knows
the case and has the perfect demeanor for the job. He
makes a difference in the settlement process. " ‐
Noel & Kovacs, P.C.

"Pete Ricchuiti is one of my favorite arbitrators. He is

usually successful for me or gets us on the track and he
gets to the bottom line much much faster than many
others." ‐ Bennett Bricklin & Saltzburg LLC

"Phil Hof did an excellent job of exploring and vetting
each side's position. This was actually the first private
mediation I have worked on and I can say without any
hesitation that he set the bar extremely high for how I
will expect future private mediations to proceed."
‐ Freedman & Lorry, P.C.

"I think that Judge Gafni was fair. I think it was great
that the parties did not have to expend the time, fees
and costs for four day jury trial. I do not think that the
result would have been different." ‐ Nicholson Law

Judge Wallitsch demonstrated a complete and unbiased
understanding of the case from the materials submitted
by all parties prior to the arbitration. This has been my
experience with Judge Wallitsch in the multiple cases I
have had before him in mediation and arbitration." ‐
The Perry Law Firm

"Judge Ford was absolutely wonderful. This was a
complicated case with many parties and many insurance
representatives. Judge Ford worked very hard (until 7
p.m.) to assist the parties in reaching a settlement. I
would use him again in a heartbeat." ‐
Marshall Dennehey Warner Coleman & Goggin

"Judge Van Jura did a masterful job in getting a very
contentious matter resolved. He was prepared,
professional and obviously, very persuasive. This was
the first time that opposing counsel had utilized Judge
Van Jura as a mediator. She reported to me that she
was very impressed with Judge Van Jura's effectiveness
as a mediator." ‐ Scanlon, Howley & Doherty, P.C.

"The panelists at ADR Options are unique in their ability
to remember that while they are presiding over a matter
as though they were a judge, I am nevertheless their
paying client. They treat the litigants with what to me
seems like far more respect than I get from any other
ADR company. Especially including the big one. And
while an arbitrator also has to be firm and not let the
litigants be the tail wagging the dog, the ADR panelists always seem to
be able to do it in a way that you feel fairly treated. Dom Sbrocchi is
a relatively new panelist and is tremendous. I have already used him
twice. And will do so again. Bravo." ‐ White and Williams

"This complex employment case could not have settled
without the input of Judge Wallitsch, who was highly
effective as a facilitator. Although the parties agreed to
a settlement at mediation, they haven't finalized the
written settlement agreement due to issues relating to
a few non‐monetary terms. Judge Wallitsch has
graciously offered to assist in achieving a final resolution and to stay
on top of the case if necessary following the mediation, and his
willingness to help finalize the deal is greatly appreciated by me and
my client. Thus, my 5 star rating." ‐ Sidkoff, Pincus & Green

"Judge Gafni knew the case very well. He had a great
feeling for the potential value and settlement range. It
was a very easy going and friendly process. My clients
thought very highly of Judge Gafni." ‐ The Feinberg Firm

"Phil Hof is one the very best mediators I've ever worked
with" ‐ Margolis Edelstein

"Judge Ford was completely fair, totally impartial,
straight forward, compassionate to our clients, and
honest in his assessments. He worked very hard under
difficult circumstances." ‐
Law Offices of Edward P. Shaughnessy

"First time with Allan Gordon. He was excellent. I was
impressed with his knowledge of the facts and his
willingness not to give up the process even though the
case was clearly not going to settle. I was also
impressed with Allan's willingness to listen to our side
of things and to appreciate what we brought to the table."
‐ Pansini & Mezrow

What about our customer service?
"The process is excellent. I would sign a contract today to have all my cases resolved
at ADR Options" ‐ Zajac and Arias

Ninety‐ nine percent of survey respondents gave our process, notification of status,
value for price, and mediator/arbitrator effectiveness and knowledge, the highest
rating (5/5). Additionally, 100% percent of survey respondents indicate that they
would recommend and return to ADR Options.

"I am a FAN of ADR Options and of your WONDERFUL SUZANNE. She is
super awesome to work with, QUICKER THAN FAST responding to
emails and requests for dates, and just OVERALL a great person to
deal with. She will certainly continue to get my mediation/arbitration
business and that of my fellow associates." ‐
Haggerty, Goldberg, Schleifer, Kupersmith

"Everything went a smoothly as one could desire. Absolutely, easy to
communicate with the Case Administrator, Roseann. Very easy to
reschedule due to an unexpected Court attachment. ADR Options
affords the litigation community a very, very cost effective means to
dispose of cases in a highly efficient and cost conscious manner." ‐
The Feinberg Firm

To schedule a mediation or arbitration with any of our
neutrals please email mcarney@adroptions.com or click below:

Submit a Case

ADDRESS | EMAIL | PHONE | WEBSITE

